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Professional Pointers From Your Kids: From Crazy Daddy Time to
Letting Go

 Erik Wahl, author of “UnThink”, recounts how he learned from his kids that letting go is one
of the best things that a parent—and a leader—can
do.

By Erik Wahl

I have three boys. As they were growing up, we invented a strategic creativity workshop called “Crazy Daddy Time.”
The point was to create a designated space and time where we pursued our imagination with reckless abandon. As a
loving parent, it was tough! I struggled against my default inner voice focused on monitoring them toward
conventional wisdom and sanity. But for twenty minutes every day, I gave them free-reign. “Can we decorate our little
brother with shaving cream? Yes. Can we eat dinner backwards starting with dessert? Yes. Can we cover ourselves
in flour and sumo wrestle? (Sigh) Yes.”

Early in their lives, my boys naturally explored their world as a daring adventure. I rarely used structure as they
learned to push boundaries, chart new territories, and even attempt to form their own Lord of the Flies fashioned-
militia. My desire was for them to think outside the box and encourage them (under proper protection) to spot the
results between good and bad ideas.
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My boys became my own little R&D experiment. I encouraged
them to soar with their strengths—and to dream big dreams! I
consciously switched from being a coach to being their
cheerleader. I stopped micromanaging their grades or how they
fielded ground balls and simply became their biggest fan.

They began to blossom. They were conditioned to realize they
had the freedom to make their own decisions. They were
empowered to understand the difference between creativity and
structure. As their minds grew, they learned to self-correct in their
favor without looking to me for permission. I was astonished at
the amount of creativity, innovation, and imagination that came
from their adventurous little souls. Silly little props turned into
useful products! Ridiculously entertaining games were born!
Heart-wrenching plays and songs were written! Over time, I was
honestly shocked at the development of my kids when my only
role was to show up and interact by saying, “Go for it!”

I see the role of a leader as being pretty similar to parenthood
since you are responsible for your own “kids.” Similar to
parenting, there is a choice to make. You can fill their work day
by mapping out check boxes of operational requirements and
charting compliance, or you can set sail by pointing the compass toward a destination and then giving your
employees free-reign of the company’s back yard. By maintaining a safe place to play, all the leader has to do is show
up and start saying “go for it.” Trust me, both victories and failures will happen because of this, but your employees
will start to own their decisions. And if you hired the right person, this “free time” always comes full-circle to benefit
your company.

Some of today’s biggest companies love this concept in the workplace. Google gives their employees 20% of their
company-paid work week to do, well… whatever they want! They can tinker with personal software products, write a
book, make music, whatever! And you wouldn’t believe the number of new products born from an individual interest.
You may have heard of one—it’s called Gmail! Since then, companies like Facebook, LinkedIn and Apple, have
began offering their employees similar free time.

Want to be a better manager? Then take a lesson from this parent—learn to let go. Stop being a coach and start
being a cheerleader. Give your employees freedom to openly explore while allowing room for failure. If you don’t offer
this freedom, you are actually making slow moves towards long-term inefficiency. Avoid boredom by giving them time
where the answer is always “yes,” and then watch your own company blossom. Don’t forget to take notice of how
your employees develop into broad-minded, optimistic, and overall happy people! Trust me, you’ll feel like a proud
parent.

Oh, and to answer your earlier question—yes, my boys helped clean up, are healthy teenagers now, and continually
shock me with their yearly adventures!



 Erik Wahl is a speaker and author of “ UnThink.” His story was featured in issue 7 of
Forefront.
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